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Date _____________ 
 

 

 

 

                

General Practice 
Editing    

 

Editing is about Perfection! 

 
 

It involves punctuation, capitalization, structure, syntax, and grammar. 

 
 

 People are judged by their writing. 

 Good editing shows intelligence and keeps your reputation strong. 
 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1.   calamity jane a american frontierswoman and Profressional Scout  

 ______________________________________________________________ 

2.  helped the needy and sick and appeared in buffalo bills wild west show 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

3.  did she really not read or right or have no formal education? asked Lee? 

      ____________________________________________________________ 

 Identify the sentence (declarative or imperative) and correctly rewrite. 

4.  jane usually wore mens clothings an travel across the west by wagon trane. 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

5.  on age 14 with none living parents, she raise her 5 younger Siblings 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. tell we about jane working as a nurse cook an Waitress to helped her Family? 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 Add a topic sentence and correctly rewrite the scene.  

7. As the Wild Frontier Ended, jane travel with buffalo bills wild west show and entertain the 

audeinces with her stories it is was difficult to verify all of her experience and it is nown that 

some Events are exaggeration to attract customer,s and sell Autobiographical Pamphlet. 

however jane does live a very colorful, eventful life. Janes generous Spirit is excepted as fact 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Calamity Jane 
(1852-1903) 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

General Practice 
Editing    

 

Editing is about Perfection! 

 
 

It involves punctuation, capitalization, structure, syntax, and grammar. 

 
 

 People are judged by their writing. 

 Good editing shows intelligence and keeps your reputation strong. 
 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1.   calamity jane a american frontierswoman and Profressional Scout  

 Calamity Jane was an American frontierswoman and professional scout. 

2.  helped the needy and sick and appeared in buffalo bills wild west show 

 She helped the needy and sick and appeared in Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show. 

3.  did she really not read or right or have no formal education? asked Lee? 

      “Did she really not read, write, or have any formal education?” asked Lee. 

 Identify the sentence (declarative or imperative) and correctly rewrite. 

4.  jane usually wore mens clothings an travel across the west by wagon trane. 

 (declarative) Jane usually wore men’s clothing and traveled across the West by wagon train. 

5.  on age 14 with none living parents, she raise her 5 younger Siblings 

 (declarative) At age 14 with no living parents, she raised her five younger siblings. 

6. tell we about jane working as a nurse cook an Waitress to helped her Family? 

 (imperative) Tell us about Jane working as a nurse, cook, and waitress to help her family. 

 Add a topic sentence and correctly rewrite the scene.  

7. As the Wild Frontier Ended, jane travel with buffalo bills wild west show and entertain the 

audeinces with her stories it is was difficult to verify all of her experience and it is nown that 

some Events are exaggeration to attract customer,s and sell Autobiographical Pamphlet. 

however jane does live a very colorful, eventful life. Janes generous Spirit is excepted as fact 

       Calamity Jane was a legendary frontierswoman. As the wild frontier ended, Jane 

traveled with Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show and entertained audiences with her stories. It 

is difficult to verify all her experiences, and it is known that some events were 

exaggerated to attract customers and sell autobiographical pamphlets. However, Jane did 

live a very colorful and eventful life. Jane’s generous spirit is accepted as fact. 
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